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10 REASONS TO TRY IBT’S
MANY INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
Reason #1—Get longer life out of your equipment with Industrial Maintenance Services
Our Industrial Maintenance team can analyze, fix, maintain, and optimize your machine performance to eliminate
imbalances and misalignment—reducing wear and tear, and giving you longer equipment life. We use:
•
•
•
•

Vibration analysis
Laser shaft alignment
Infrared scanning
Dynamic balancing of rotating equipment

You can also extend equipment life with our predictive maintenance program.
Reason #2—Prevent injuries and accidents with comprehensive Safety Services
Our Industrial Maintenance team can analyze, fix, maintain, and optimize your machine performance to eliminate
imbalances and misalignment—reducing wear and tear, and giving you longer equipment life. We use:
•
•
•
•

Vibration analysis
Laser shaft alignment
Infrared scanning
Dynamic balancing of rotating equipment

You can also extend equipment life with our predictive maintenance program.
Reason #3—Reduce downtime from motor failures with Motors and Electrical
It’s easier to stay up and running when you’ve got the right motor for the job—whether it’s washdown, explosion-proof,
light duty, invertor-rated, or farm duty. IBT is one of the nation’s largest suppliers of industrial electric motors and supplies:
•
•
•
•
•

AC and DC drives
268,000 SKU’s
590 manufacturers
Master Distributors for Siemens, Baldor, Marathon
Plant audits for Schwan’s corporate-wide standardization initiative

Reason #4—Increase productivity with better Bearings and Power Transmission
Using the right bearings, lubrication, and power transmission can help your entire operation run more smoothly and
efficiently. IBT has specialized in Bearings and Mechanical Power Transmission since 1949 with adjustable speed
drives, conveyor chain, ball bearings, roller bearings, and super precision bearings.
•
•

500,000 SKU’s available
1,100 suppliers

Reason #5—Decrease hose and belt failures with custom-fitted Industrial Rubber Products
Industrial Rubber Products specialists can analyze your failure and help you select a better hose or belting
assembly for your specific application.
•
•
•

Lightweight belt—endless, food-grade, high temp, oil-resistant
Hose—chemical, water, steam, air, ducting, bulk handling, fire and mill
Onsite vulcanization of lightweight belting—is also available
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Reason #6—Stay in compliance with Training
Our experienced Training staff helps you stay in compliance with maintenance and safety requirements—using
hands-on, classroom, video, web, or on-the-job training customized to your facility and equipment.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical training
Safety training
Power transmission training
Fluid power, pneumatics, and hydraulics training
Bearings and power transmission maintenance and repair
Material handling training

Reason #7—Reduce work-related injuries with better Material Handling and Automation
Industrial manipulators can reduce the back injuries and strain caused by highly repetitive, heavy physical movements
that damage joints and tendons over time.
•
•
•

Manipulators—palletizing, depalletizing, packaging, bag dumping
Conveyors—zero-pressure accumulation, unit handling, pallet handling, drag conveyors, screw conveyors
Vacuum lifting systems

Reason #8—Increase your operation’s efficiencies with Fluid Power services
Hydraulic and pneumatic specialists from our Fluid Power team can ensure that your system is operating at its
optimal speed and output.
•
•
•

Full line fluid power provider
Air tool service and repair
Hoses and fittings

Reason #9—Prevent bearing failures with Lubrication services
The right amount of lubrication—delivered at the right time—can actually prevent bearing failures. Our Lubrication
team delivers:
•
•
•
•

Lubrication equipment and bearing repair
Complete line of oils, greases, food-grade, and synthetic lubes
Viscous fluid delivery systems
Grease and oil centralized lubrication systems

Reason #10—Get better control of your inventory of General Industrial Supplies
New industrial vending systems reduce loss and theft—and maintain better control of your General Industrial
Supplies. We offer online purchasing of over 1 million SKU’s, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cutting tools
Fasteners
Filters
Paints and coatings
Hand and power tools
Abrasives
General MRO products
VMI capabilities

For more information, contact Jai Morris, Corporate Account Manager at IBT Industrial Solutions,
at (417) 483-3784 , or jmorris@ibtinc.com. Visit our website: www.ibtinc.com

